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Abstract 
Spector, M., Iterated extended ultrapowers and supercompactness without choice, Annals of 
Pure and Applied Logic 54 (1991) 179-194. 
Working in ZF + DC with no additional use of the axiom of choice, we show how to iterate the 
extended ultrapower construction of Spector (1988, 1991). This generalizes the technique of 
iterated ultrapowers to choiceless set theory. As an application, we prove the following 
theorem: Assume V = L”[ p,(h)] + “ K is A-supercompact with normal ultrafilter U” + DC. 
Then for every sufficiently large regular cardinal p, there exists a set-generic extension V[G] of 
the universe in which there exists for some o a set SE qp(a) for which one can define an 
elementary embedding j mapping V to LD[S], where D is the filter in V[G] generated by the 
closed unbounded filter (according to V) on pp(u). Moreover, we have j(K) = p, j(k) = o, 
j(P,.(A)) = S (which is pp(a) according to LD[S]), and j( II) = D fl LD[S] is a normal ultrafilter 
in LD[S] on pp(a). 
1. Introduction 
This paper continues the author’s research program of extending the benefits of 
what has become the traditional theory of large cardinals to set theory without 
the axiom of choice. Specifically, we show how the iterated ultrapower construc- 
tion, which has been used so successsfully with the axiom of choice by Gaifman 
[2], Kunen [7], and many others, can be generalized to choiceless set theory. Our 
underlying long-term motivation is to develop a structurally integrated theory of 
large cardinals in ZF + DC, analogous to that which is known to hold in ZFC. 
In [lo] and [ll], we defined an extended ultrapower of the universe; this 
generalizes the usual ultrapower construction to choiceless set theory in such a 
way that most of the desirable features of ultrapowers carry over to the new 
technique. As applications, we proved, in ZF + DC, the Vopenka-HrbaEek 
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theorem [ll] and a generic compactness theorem for infinitary logic [12]. In this 
paper, we iterate the extended ultrapower construction; the iterated extended 
ultrapowers will enjoy most of the properties satisfied by ordinary iterated 
ultrapowers, and they enable us to generalize one of the key results of Kunen [7] 
from measurability to supercompactness (and the supercompact cardinal involved 
need only lie in a model of ZF + DC). 
Kunen [7] applies the technique of iterated ultrapowers to (among other things) 
the study of theory ZFC + “V = L” (where I/ is a normal ultrafilter on some 
measurable cardinal rc)“. This theory can be viewed in the following light: we 
assume as given the cardinal K first of all (a major assumption since K is to be 
measurable!) and secondly a non-principal filter D on K. We are not assuming 
that we are given P(K) in advance; the only use to be made of D is to answer 
questions of the form “Is X E D?” for some X c K which we have already 
constructed-we do not make use of D as a completed whole. Specifically, we 
ask which subsets of K happen to be constructible if we allow the use of D as an 
additional predicate. In general, there may be a subset X of K constructible 
relative to D such that neither X nor its complement belongs to D. If we are 
lucky, however, this will not happen; in other words, if we are fortunate, we may 
find that LD k “D fl LD is an ultrafilter on K”. Similarly, it may happen that 
LD k “D fl LD is K-complete and normal”. Then LD is a model of the theory 
ZFC + “V = L” (where U is a normal ultrafilter on some measurable cardinal 
K)“. 
We are interested in taking the same approach to supercompactness (or, more 
properly, to I2-supercompactness for some A). We assume as given the set ?PK(A) 
and a filter D on PK(A); we use D only to answer questions of the form “Is 
X E D?” for some X E ?PK((il) which we have already constructed. We ask which 
subsets of PK(h) happen to be constructible if we allow the use of D as an 
additional predicate. If we are lucky, we will find that LD[9?JA)] k “D fl 
LD[$!P,(il)] is a normal ultrafilter on P,(A)“; we are interested in studying models 
in which this turns out to be true. One should observe that, in fact, there is no 
reason to require ??,(A) to be the real P,(A) here, but it will be some collection 
of subsets of A each one of which has order type less than K. (This collection of 
subsets of A will be ??‘,(A) in the inner model, of course.) 
For these reasons, we are led to consider the theory ZF + DC + “V = 
L”[$P,(n)] where U is a normal ultrafilter on P,(A)“. The set Y’,(A) seems at first 
to play a quite different role here from that played by K in LU, but that is in good 
part due to the fact that all ordinals are automatically included in our inner 
models, while P’,(n) must be posited explicitly. 
We observe that the axiom of choice need not hold in L”[P,(n)], unlike the 
situation with L”. As an example of a model of this theory in which AC fails, 
take any model of ZF + AD + V = L[2”] + DC. By a theorem of Martin, K, is 
R,-supercompact under AD, so we can take K = tC,, A = X2, and U to be Martin’s 
normal ultrafilter on 9,(h). Then V = L[2”] = L”[9,,(X,)], and AC fails. In fact, 
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by Harrington-Kechris [3], we could replace Kz here by much larger cardinals: X1 
is A-supercompact for any A. less than a Suslin cardinal, in particular for any 
projective ordinal il. 
Just as Kunen [7] found a close connection between a normal ultrafilter on a 
measurable cardinal K and the closed unbounded filter on any sufficiently large 
cardinal p, we find a connection between a normal ultrafilter on PK(n) and the 
closed unbounded filter on P,(o) for sufficiently large p (and some corresponding 
a). Unfortunately, the inner models we work with are not canonical, and a full 
generalization of Kunen’s structural analysis remains elusive. 
2. Preliminaries 
Jech [6] is a good source for most of the necessary background information. We 
assume familiarity with ordinary iterated ultrapowers, as well as with the basic 
theory of supercompact cardinals (see Solovay-Reinhardt-Kanamori [9] for the 
latter). We work in an unhesitating manner with generic extensions of the 
universe; these can be handled in any of the customary ways. ([13] discusses this 
increasingly common issue.) We occasionally use the concept of an infinitely 
complete ultrafilter; this is defined to be an ultrafilter which is o-complete for 
every ordinal (Y. Henle [4] constructs a model of ZF + DC in which there exists an 
infinitely complete non-principal ultrafilter, starting only with a model with an 
inaccessible cardinal. 
Our notation is standard. We use On to denote the class of ordinal numbers. 
9(X) is the power set of X. DC is the axiom of dependent choices, which states 
that if R is a binary relation on a non-empty set A with the property that 
(Vx E A)(3y EA)(x R y), then there exists a function f : o+A such that for all 
II, f(n) Rf(n + 1). W e use ‘a.e.’ to abbreviate ‘almost everywhere’ (with respect 
to some ultrafilter). 
P’,(n) denotes the set of all subsets of il of order type less than K. We use the 
following generalization to P’,(A), due to Jech [5], of the notion of closed 
unbounded set. A subset S of P?,(A) is said to be directed if whenever p and q 
belong to S, some r zp U q also belongs to S. S is said to be closed if the union of 
every non-empty directed subset of S of cardinality less than K belongs to S. S is 
said to be unbounded if for every p E 9,(A), there exists q zp which belongs to 
S. The collection of all subsets of P’,(k) containing a closed unbounded set forms 
a filter, called the closed unbounded filter on 9,(A). 
In discussing constructibility, LA[S] d enotes the class of all sets constructible 
starting with the transitive closure of S and using A as an additional predicate. 
Specifically, if we define Y?,, = the transitive closure of S, ‘3?,+1 = {X G Y?, 1 X is 
first-order definable with parameters over (\3?,; E, A II S,)}, and, for limit 
A, 92, = lJolch %,, then LA[S] is Uaeon 132,. 
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We also assume familiarity with the extended ultrapower construction of [lo] 
and [ll]. This generalized ultrapower is suitable for use in choiceless set theory. 
A very brief summary of the results we need is included here. Work in ZF, and 
let U be an ultrafilter on a set I. We are able, in a class-generic extension of V, to 
find an elementary embedding of V into a model !lR of ZF, called an extended 
ultrapower of V by U. 2.X contains the usual ultrapower as a submodel; the class 
of ordinals of ?lR is precisely the usual ultrapower taken within V of the class of 
ordinals, and a version of the Fundamental Theorem of Ultrapowers (Los [S]) 
holds. In fact, one consequence of this Fundamental Theorem of Extended 
Ultrapowers is the following: 
Let cp be a first-order formula with n free variables in the language of set theory, 
and let [fi], . . . 
members of 2X). k! b 
e members of the usual ultrapower V’IU (and hence 
9JIk dLfl1~ . * . J [fnl) 
iff 
V F for almost every i E I, q(fi(i), . . . , fn(i)). 
The full Fundamental Theorem of Extended Ultrapowers says quite a bit more 
than this, in that it characterizes satisfaction in %! for all elements of YJJ1, not just 
those which happen to belong to the usual ultrapower. 
If U is countably complete and if DC holds in V, or if U is infinitely complete, 
then 2R is well-founded (and hence isomorphic to a transitive class, which will 
have the same ordinals as does V). If, moreover, V = L[A] for some set A, then 
the class partial ordering used in the forcing argument for the construction of the 
extended ultrapower can be replaced with a set partial ordering in V. 
3. Iterated ultrapowers in ZF 
Before discussing iterated extended ultrapowers at all, we must develop a 
theory of ordinary iterated ultrapowers without using the axiom of choice. A 
more complicated development than under AC is necessary. The usual approach 
using functions with finite supports does not have the desired properties; to 
illustrate the difficulties, even the usual proof that 
(A*/U)‘/U =A’x’/(U x U) 
fails. Also, it must be remembered that the Fundamental Theorem of Ultra- 
powers is generally not true in the absence of choice (see [lo] for a discussion of 
when the Fundamental Theorem of Ultrapowers will fail in a model of 
ZF + 1AC). 
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We work in ZF. Let U be an ultrafilter on a set I; we wish to define iterated 
ultrapowers by U without using the axiom of choice. If f is a function with domain 
Z, we use [flu to denote the equivalence class of f in the ultrapower Vf/U. We 
use c, to denote the constant function whose value is always x. Let d, : V+ V’/U 
denote the canonical embedding: d,(x) = [cxlu. 
We will define the following simultaneously by induction on the ordinal (Y: 
(1) a class Ultg; 
(2) a relation l$!~(ao, . . . , CZ,_~) where ao, . . . , a,_, E Ulti and Q, is a 
formula in the language of set theory with n free variables; and 
(3) a class function iFa: UltF+ Ultz for each ordinal /3 < (Y. 
When the ultrafilter U being used is clear from the context, the superscript U will 
be omitted from the above notations. It is important that the relation ka is 
normally not the usual satisfication relation on Ult,; it can be viewed as what the 
satisfaction relation on Ult, would be if AC held, and it will correspond to the 
satisfaction relation on our yet-to-be-defined cuth iterated extended ultrapower of 
the universe. As is typical, we can only define ka ~(a,,, . . . , u,_~) in ZF for a 
fixed formula ~1 (or, more generally, for all JY,, formulas simultaneously for fixed 
n). 
Proofs by induction on LY of the following facts (where uo, . . . , a,_, E Ult, and 
Q, and T/J are formulas in the language of set theory with II free variables) must 
proceed simultaneously with the definitions: 
(4) exactly one of kn q(uor . . . , a,_,) and ba lq(uo, . . . , a,_,) holds; 
(5) ~,,=a, iff knuo=u,; 
(6) if kol &ro, . . . , a,-~) and ka V(UO, . . . , a,-,)+ V(ao, . . . , a,-,) hold, 
then Ln ~(a,, . . . , a,_,); 
(7) if La v.X Q$G a,, . . . ,4-l) holds and if a E u1t,, then 
kcr q(a, ao, . . . , 4-J; 
(8) if kn “there exists a unique x such that ~(x, uo, . . . , a,_,)“, then there 
exists b E Ult, such that ba q(b, a,,, . . . , a,_,); 
(9) for all j3 G (Y and all bo, . . . , b,_l E Ult,, LB q(bo, . . . , b,_,) if and only if 
km &,,(b,,), . . . , i,c&-,)I; 
(10) L, is the identity function on Ult,; and 
(11) whenever y < p =G a, i,, = i,,o i,,. 
It follows immediately from (5) and (9) that i,, is l-l; also, since Ult, will be 
defined to equal V, we have ka ~1 for every sentence ~1 which is provable in ZF. 
We give the definitions, but leave the proofs of (4) through (11) to the reader. 
Set Ult,, = V, and let k. be the usual satisfaction relation in the universe, so that 
holds iff 
Vk q(ao, . . . ,a,-,). 
Let ioo be the identity on Ult,. 
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Let Ult,,, = {x E Ult, 1 La x E Vinu”‘/iO,(U)}, and specify that 
k lY+1 Q, (%I, * * . 7 a,-1) 
holds iff 
k,“for i,,(U)-a.e. i E i&l), ~l(&(i), . . . ,fn_l(i)), where [fkliOaCUj = ak”. 
Define i _+i(u) to be the unique 6 E Ult,,, such that k,b = [c,]. Define is,_+i 
for other j3 =z a + 1 so that (10) and (11) hold. 
For any limit ordinal A, define UltA to be the direct limit of the Ult,‘s for (Y < A 
(using the maps i,,: Ult,+ Ult, for ordinal p s (Y < A). Set ian for & < A equal to 
the natural map from Ult, into the direct limit; ikA is, of course, the identity on 
Ult,. To define LA ~(a~, . . . , a,_,) for an, . . . , a,_, E Ult,, write each uk as 
i,,,(b,) with IX& < A and bk E Ult,. Let p < A be any ordinal greater than or 
equal to all the ak. Say that 
holds iff 
this does not depend on the choice of bk’s, ak’s, or p. 
This completes the definition of iterated ultrapowers in ZF; we have defined 
Ult,, ka, and i,, for each ordinal (Y and each p c 1~. 
We first prove the Factor Lemma in our context. By the class of ordinals of 
Ult,, we mean {a E Ult, 1 ka a is an ordinal}, ordered by the relation !=e a <b 
(which is at least a linear ordering and, as we will see, is usually a well-ordering). 
It will be convenient to associate, with anyf E Ult, such that km ‘If is a function”, 
the function fCa, : { a E Ult, 1 ka. a E domf} + Ult, which maps an element a to the 
unique b E Ult, such that k,f(u) = b. (Observe that it is possible to have 
fin, = g(c+ even when f # g. ) 
Theorem 1 (Factor Lemma). Let (Y and /3 be ordinals, and assume that the class of 
ordinals of Ult, has an initial segment of order type p + 1. Let b be the Pth ordinal 
of u1t,. Then we can define a l-l class function h,,, mapping Ult,,, onto 
{x E Ult, 1 k,x E UltpCu’} such that: 
(a) for any a,, . . . , a,_, l Ult,,, and any formula Q, with n free variables, 
k m+B Q, (u,, . . . , a,-,) 
iff 
ba “kiboecu) q&&d, . . . , k&-,I)“; 
(b) for Y s B, hn,BOia+u,m+B = ik(U)Ca)Oh,,Y, where c is the yth ordinal of Ult,. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on /?. For j3 = 0, define ha,0 to be the identity 
function on Ult,. Assume h,,, has been defined and that the class of ordinals of 
Ult, has an initial segment of order type p + 2. Let b be the /?th ordinal of Ult,. 
We wish to define 
h . u1t a.fs+l. E+fi+l+ {X E u1t, 1 k,x E Ul@$~~)}. 
For any a E Ult,+g+I, we have a E Ult,,, and i=n+B a E Vie,,+B(‘)liO,a+a(U). By the 
induction hypothesis, 
k a “kLkCu) hn.B(u) E Vh,,p(in.aiP(‘))/hn,B(io,n+B(U))”. 
Now, for any X, 
hor,&O.a+B (x)) = h~y.&or.~+p(~o&))) 
= i~‘b”‘“‘ca,(hn,o(ion(.~))) = &?&&)), 
where c is the least ordinal of Ult,. Therefore, 
k a “b’dh-(u) hn,B(a) E vi:o,“‘~(;~(l))/~~~(~)(ioa(u)))‘; 
in other words, ka h&u) E Ulti$,“). So we can define hn,B+l = h,,, 1 Ulta+B+,. 
To see that hn,B+l is onto, let x E Ult, such that k,x E Ultik$Iu). We must find 
an element a E Ulta+S+l such that ha,P+l (a) =x. By the induction hypothesis, 
there exists a E Ult,,, such that h,,B+l(u) = h,,p(u) =x. We have La ha,B(u) E 
Ult;,“,‘?‘; applying the argument of the previous paragraph in reverse yields that 
a E Ult,+P+l, as desired. 
To prove (a) for /? + 1, observe the following chain of equivalences: 
bcr+p+r Q, ( a07 . . . 7 a,-,) 
iff 
t= E+~ “for io,ol+O(u)-a.e. i E ~o.~+~(~), v((fo(4 . . . ,Ll(i)), 
where [hIi,,+, = uk” 
iff 
k “kiboDiCu) for ha,P(&,n+o(U))-a.e. i E h,,,&,,+,Q)), q((fo(i), . . . , Ll(i)), 
where [fklh,,p(io.e+~(U)) = b&k)” 
iff 
La “kkkCu) for i&+“‘(ioJ~))-a.e. i l iL%(“)(io(y(Z)), q((fo(i), . . . , fn-,(i)), 
where [fk]#~(i~h(U)) = hn,o+l (ak)” (where c is the least ordinal of Ult,) 
iff 
k& ,,Q‘$~, v(h,,B+4uo), . . . , hn,p+&n-d)“. 
The proof of (b) for /3 + 1 is similar, and we omit it. 
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If A is a limit ordinal, we define ha,* as follows. Given any x E Ultach, we can 
write x as i a+p,n+l(u) for some p <II and some a E Ult,,,. Define /z,.~(_x) = 
&(~)(l&X,&))~ where b and e are the Pth and Ath elements of Ult,, 
respectively. The reader can verify that /z,,~ is well-defined and has all the 
required properties; this is simpler than for successor ordinals. q 
While Ult, is not, in general, a model of ZF, its ‘membership’ relation is both 
well-founded and bounded, as is indicated in the following theorem. In general, 
however, it is not extensional and Ult, is not isomorphic to a transitive class (see 
[lo] for further information on the failure of extensionality). 
Theorem 2. (a) For every CL, the relation k,x E y on Ult, is bounded; that is, for 
every a E Ult,, {x E Ult, 1 F,X E a} is a set, rather than a proper class. 
(b) Assume either that U is countably complete and that DC holds or that U is 
infinitely complete. Then, for every a’, the relation k,x E y on Ult, is well- 
founded. 
Proof. We leave the inductive argument for (a) to the reader and prove just (b). 
By (S), for each x E Ult,, there is a unique a E Ult, such that kol “the 
set-theoretic rank of x is the ordinal a”; we call a the a-rank of x. If a and b are 
the a-ranks of x and y, respectively, and if k,x my, then k,a <b. So it is 
sufficient to show that {a E Ult, 1 km a is an ordinal} is well-ordered by the relation 
k,a<b. 
Assume that U is countably complete and that DC holds. We show that the 
ordinals of Ult, are (truly) well-ordered by induction on a. Assuming that 
{a E Ult, 1 km a is an ordinal} is well-ordered by the relation kn a < b; we wish to 
show this for LY + 1. In V, the ultrapower On/U is isomorphic to On (by a 
standard argument using countable completeness and DC). As a consequence, we 
have ka “the ultrapower On’(l-(‘)/i&(LI) is isomorphic to On”; in fact, kn “for 
every x E On’O=(‘) /i,,,(U), there is a unique ordinal y such that the rank of x in 
On’“*(‘)/&,(U) is y”. Now, given any x E Ult,+r such that La+, x is an ordinal, we 
have k,n E O#‘=“‘/i,,,(U), and it follows that there is a unique y E Ult, such that 
kE “y is an ordinal, and the rank of x in On’ou(r)/i,,~(U) is y”. Define 
h : Ia E Ult,+lI ba+~ a is an ordinal}-, {a E Ult, ( k,a is an ordinal} by setting 
h(x) equal to the y corresponding to it as in the previous sentence. The function h 
is l-l, onto, and order-preserving, demonstrating the desired statement for 
(Y+ 1. 
Now let A be a limit ordinal, and assume that, for every /3 < A, {a E Ult, 1 LB a is 
an ordinal} is well-ordered by the relation bB a < b. Assume that {a E Ult* 1 LA a is 
an ordinal} is not well-ordered by the relation kh a < b. Let LY be the least ordinal 
such that {a E Ult, 1 kh a is an ordinal less than ion(a)} is not well-ordered by the 
relation kA. a < b. By DC, there is an infinite sequence (b(n) 1 n < w) of ordinals 
of Ult* such that bn i”&(a) > b(0) and, for each n < W, EL b(n) > b(n + 1). Write 
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b(0) as ion(c) for some p < )3 and some c E Ult,. Clearly, kp “c is an ordinal less 
than i&a)“. We know that, in V, the sentence 
(Vy < A)(V6 < cr)({a E Ult, 1 kp is an ordinal less than &,Jb)} 
is well-ordered by the relation ~,a < b) 
holds. Therefore, 
La (Vy < i,,(A))(VG < iog(a))({a E Ultp’“) 1 kycu)a is an ordinal 
less than i$(“‘(6)} . IS well-ordered by the relation $“(u) a < b) 
also holds. Let r] be such that p + q = A; let e denote the nth ordinal of Ult,. 
Then, since r~ d A G i&il) and LB “c is an ordinal less than i&a)“, we have 
LB “{, E Ul@‘r’U’ 1 Qdw a is an ordinal less than i&(“)(c)} 
is well-ordered by the relation @fi(u) a < b”. 
We now apply the previous theorem to Ult, = Ult,,,. Since, for each 12 < w, 
kI b(n) > b(n + l), we have 
Fp “(Vn < w)(Fe i”p(u) @s,,(b))(n) > (hs,,(b))(n + I))“. 
Also, 
Fp “(&,,(b))(l) = &,(b(l)) < h,,,@(O)) = &,&&c)) = i%‘“‘(c)“. 
It follows that 
by “(@,3.,(b))(n) 1 1 c n < 6.1) is an infinite descending chain of 
ordinals of Ult e less than ii[p’u) (c)” 
-which is a contradiction. 
In the case in which U is infinitely complete, a straightforward inductive proof 
shows that, for every ordinal a: and every /3 G (Y, i,, maps the class of ordinals of 
Ult, l-l onto the class of ordinals of Ult,; this is sufficient to prove the 
theorem. 0 
4. Iterating the extended ultrapower construction 
In this section, we iterate the extended ultrapower construction, and we show 
how to embed the iterated ultrapowers of the previous section into the extended 
iterated ultrapowers of this section in a natural way. 
We continue to work in ZF, and we still assume that we are given an ultrafilter 
I/ on a set I. We iterate the extended ultrapower construction, defining by 
induction on LY a transfinite sequence (%RJ1,) _on of transitive classes, together 
with elementary embeddings jsa: !%$ < %& for p G LY. Set 2J& = V. Let 2JJJ1,+ I be 
an extended ultrapower of 2BJ1, by j&U), which is, in 2X,, an ultrafilter on j&Z). 
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Define jn,a+l to be the canonical embedding of $JiJ1, in YJZUlafl, and, for p < (Y, set 
j&a+1 = j_+,ojSa For 2, a limit ordinal, let !?J& be the direct limit of the YX,‘s for 
(Y < A. (using the maps jpo, where p < a <A); jai for cx < A is defined as usual for 
direct limits. Finally, for convenience, let j*& be the identity function on !!Ju1,, for 
each ordinal cr. Observe that jvm = jgaojyS, whenever y G p c (Y. We do not know 
yet that all these models are well-founded, but, once this is proven (under the 
proper assumptions), we will be able to take each tJ1, to be a transitive class. By 
[ll], this construction can be carried out in a class-generic forcing extension of 
the universe and thus can be talked about within the original universe in the usual 
fashion. 
We define, for each ordinal LY, a function k,: Ult,+ YJ1,, in such a way that the 
following properties hold (again, these facts should be proven by induction on cy 
simultaneously with the definition of Ice): 
(13) if Q, is a formula in the language of set theory with n free variables, then, 
for all aO, . , . , a,,_, E Ult,, we have k, ~(a,,, . . . , a,-,) iff !?A, k 
fP,(kd4J, . . . , k&,-J); and 
(14) for b 6 LY and a E Ult,, k,(is,(a)) = jsW(kfj(u)). 
The definition of k, takes place in the appropriate class-generic extension of V; it 
can be viewed as taking place entirely in V if we regard the definition as 
specifying, for each ordinal cx and each a E Ult,, a term in the forcing language 
which always denotes k,(u). Observe that, by (5) and (13), k, is a l-l function. 
Also, by (14) and the definition of ko, we will have k,(i,,,(u)) = joa( 
As before, we provide the required definitions but omit the proofs of (13) and 
(14). Start by setting k,, equal to the identity function on V. To define 
k ~+1:Ult~+l+9.JIDZa+l, let a E Ult,,,. Then L,u E V’“““‘li,,,(U), so YJJ1,kk,(u) E 
Vj’)a(‘)/jOm(I/). Set k,+,(u) equal to the member of the extended ultrapower YJJ1,, ,
represented by k,(u). Finally, define kh: Ult,-, YJ1, by means of the formula 
k&3&)) =j&G)), recalling that every member of Ultn can be written in the 
form is*(u) for some /3 < il and some a E Ult,. (This can be shown to be 
well-defined by using (13) for cy < A, together with the commutativity of the 
jfim’s.) 
We say that an element a of YJinl, is m-representable if it is in the range of k, 
From [lo] and [ 111, we have another notion of representability for members of 
2X a+1: a E nm,+, is representable if it can be written as some [f]j,,a(U) in the 
ultrapower YJP*C’) /j&U) taken in YJIJ1,. We connect these two notions in the 
following charicterization of cu-representability, which can be proven by un- 
ravelling the definitions involved. 
Proposition 3. (a) Every member of YJI,, is O-representable. 
(b) For u E%+,, a is ((u + I)-representable if a is representable by some 
If IjdW E %n, such that [f]jC,,cu, is a-representable. 
(c) For a E nol,, where A is a limit ordinal, write a = joa for some (Y < il and 
some b E YBJz,. Then a is A-representable iff b is a-representable. 
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Theorem 4. Every ordinal in Y.JIa is a-representable. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on (Y. The case (Y = 0 is trivial. 
Assume the theorem is true for (Y. Let a be an ordinal of ??.Rln+l; we must show 
that a is (a + 1)-representable. By [lo] and [ll], a is represented by some 
[f IidU) E 2X,, where 2Ran, k f maps j,,(Z) to the class of ordinals. By Proposition 3, 
it is sufficient to show that [f],,,cu, is a-representable. In V, the ultrapower 
On’lU, in its natural ordering, is a well-ordering which is isomorphic to the class 
of ordinals. Therefore, 2RJ1,k “Onioa(‘)/j,,o,(U), in its natural ordering, is a 
well-ordering which is isomorphic to the class of ordinals”. Let b E &Ruz, such that 
9.Rn,k “the rank of [f]j,,,cu, in the well-ordering Onjne(‘) /~~~(f_l) is the ordinal 
number b”. By the induction hypothesis, there exists d E Ult, such that 
b’=k,(d); we must have ka “d is an ordinal number”. An application of (8) 
yields the existence of an element e of Ult, such that ka “e E Onioo(f)/i,,n(U) and 
the rank of e in the ultrapower is d”. It follows that YJ2m,~“k,(e) E Onj~la(‘)/jO,(U) 
and the rank of k,(e) in the ultrapower is b”. Therefore, k,(e) = [f]j,,,cu,, so 
[f IidW is a-representable. 
Now let I be a limit ordinal, and let a be an ordinal of mm,. Write a as jak(b), 
where (Y < A and b E Y.Rm,. Then b is an ordinal of mm,, so b is a-representable; 
hence, by Proposition 3, a is A-representable, completing the proof. 0 
Theorem 5. Assume that U is countably complete and that DC holds, or that (I is 
infinitely complete. Then, for each ordinal a, the ath extended iterate 2Rm, is 
well-founded. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 2 and 4. 0 
5. Inner models of supercompactness 
In this section, we work in the theory ZF+ V = LU[B,(A)] + “K is A- 
supercompact with normal ultrafilter U” + DC. (If AC holds and K is A- 
supercompact, then this theory is true in a natural inner model; in fact, even 
more choice can be shown to hold in the inner model in that case.) The intention 
is to generalize some of Kunen’s results on inner models of measurability to inner 
models of supercompactness. 
Theorem 6. Assume V = LU[B,(A)] + "K is A-supercompact with normal uhrafilter 
U” + DC. Then for every suficiently large regular cardinal p, there exists a 
set-generic extension V[G] of the universe in which there exists for some o a set 
S c_ P,(a) for which one can define an elementary embedding j mapping V to 
LD[S], where D is the filter in V[G] generated by the closed unbounded filter 
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(according to V) on PP(o). Moreover, we have j(~) = p, j(A) = (7, j(?P,(A)) = S 
(which is SP,,(u) according to LD[S]), and j( U) = D n LD[S] is a normal ultrafilter 
in LD[S] on CPP(u). 
Construct a transfinite sequence (n,) nson of iterated extended ultrapowers of 
V, with elementary embeddings jsa:2Rms < 2Rn, for p =G (Y, as in the previous 
section. By [ll], each Em, can be constructed in a set-generic extension of the 
universe, since V is constructible from a set. For any limit ordinal p and any 
ordinal (Y < p, define d, = jll,“(jO,(A)). 
Lemma 7. Each d,, belongs to V. Moreover, the function mapping (a, p) to d,, 
is definable over V (with parameter U). 
Proof. 
d, = {i,(r) 1 Y <idN 
= {j_,(ka(u)) 1 a is an ordinal of Ult, and k,(u) < k,(i,,(A))} 
= {k,(i,,(u)) 1 a E Ult, and kn “u is an ordinal less than i,,,(A)“} 
= (6 1 for some a E Ult,, i,,(u) is the 6th ordinal of Ult, and k,u < i,,,(A)}, 
and the last set is clearly definable in V as desired. 0 
Lemma 8. For every a, j_+I”(jon(A)) E Y.Rmor+l. Moreover, if nJl,kX G joa(PK(A)), 
then we huve X EjOa(U) ifsjol,a+I”(j~&)) Ej,,,+l(X). 
Proof. Let id E mm, be the identity function on jO~(GPK(n)). Since Y.RJZa+l is an 
extended ultrapower of Em,, every ordinal of YXm,+, is representable by a function 
in 2JIa. Using this together with the fact that joa( I/) ia a normal ultrafilter in mm,, 
one can prove that jol,++,“(jO,(n)) is the member of am,+, represented by [id]j,,(u), 
and the lemma follows. q 
Lemma 9. Let a < p. Then the following hold. 
(a) The least ordinal moved by jaP is j&K). 
(b) j&k) <jo,a+l(K). 
Proof. (a) We prove this by induction on /3 > a. Consider first the case where 
/3 = LY + 1. By the representability of all ordinals of the extended ultrapower 
2R (Y+1 of RY, cf for every ordinal rj, j _+,(q) equals the order type of 
rlh)Ol(~~(~))/jOry(U) as computed in 9J2,. But Y2Ze kjOa(U) is j&x)-complete, so j_+, 
fixes every ordinal less than j&K). To see that jru,Lu+l moves jOa( consider the 
function f : jOor(6PK(n))+jOn(K) in 2Ra defined by setting f(i) = i fl jOU(K). Just as 
with AC, [f ]jn,Cu) represents an ordinal in $2a+l greater than every r~ < jOor(rc) but 
less than the image of ion(K) under j_+r; therefore, joa(K) is moved by ja,a+I. 
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Now assume that (a) is true for p; we prove it for p + 1. Let 77 <jOa( We 
have 
ia,p+l(rl) =i~,~+dLdrl)) =.h+dd = rl. 
To show that jOa(rc) is moved, observe that 
If 0 is a limit ordinal, we show by a subsidiary induction on r] < joa(K) that, for 
all (Y > p, jaO fixes r~ ; we have 
ias = {j&f) I a s Y < P and f <j&rI)> 
= {j&f) I cu<y</3 and c<r~}=r~. 
(b) Define for each 6 C j,,,(A) a function f*: jOol(CP,(A))+jga(K) in %RJz, by 
settingfs(i) equal to the order type of i fl6. The ordinals represented in mm,+, by 
these functions comprise a sequence of order type jOa(A) + 1 of ordinals less than 
jRa+l(K). 0 
Lemma 10. Let 5?JIP kX c jOP( 9’JA)). Then X E joP( U) ifs for all sufficiently large 
cr < p, d,, E X. 
Proof. Since j&U) is an ultrafilter in 2l$, it is sufficient to prove the implication 
from left to right. So let X E j&U) be given. By the definition of 2J&, as a direct 
limit, there exist 6 -=c p and YE ?I.& such that X =j+(Y). By elementarity, 
2Em, k Y c j06(5PK(A)) and Y E jOs( U). 
By Lemma 8, ja,b+l”(j&A)) ejh,a+i (Y). It follows that d E X, where d = 
j6+L,p(ja,b+I”(j&A))). Now, the order type of d is jb+l.,(j&~)), which equals 
j,,(A), since, by the previous lemma, j”,(A) is less than the least ordinal moved by 
j6+l,P. But, if p<j&A), then the /3th member of d is js+,,(the 6th member of 
is 6+1” j&A-))) =j6+l.P(ja,6+1(P)) =j+(P). Therefore, d =j+“(j&)) = d+. So 
d’ ~4’ bP . 
But the only facts about 6 that were used in the previous paragraph were that 
6 < p and that there exists Y E %lJt, such that X = jsp(Y). The same facts are true 
for all LY such that 6 d & < p, so in fact we have shown that d,, E X for all a such 
that 6 < (Y < p, as desired. 0 
Lemma 11. Assume that p is a regular cardinal in V and that jOp(K) = p. Then, in 
V, the set C, = {dol,p 1 a < p} IS a closed unbounded subset of g’,(j,,,(A)). 
Proof. First note as follows that if (Y < /3 < p, then d,., E d,,,. For any member 
of &,, can be written as jap(q) for some r] <j&A). But 
jolp(rl) = j~,(j~s(r)) Ejgp”(j&k)) = 4,. 
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Next observe that if /3 < p is a limit ordinal, then d,,, = U {d, ( a < fi}. This is 
because any member of d,, can be written as j&q) for some rl <j&A). Since /3 
is a limit ordinal, q = jaP( 1;) for some cz < p and some c <j&A). But then we 
have j&I) = j&l;) E &,. 
It follows that C, is closed. 
To show that C, is unbounded, let s E B,(j,,,(A)). We claim that, for each 
77 ES, there exists (Y < p such that 7 E d,. Since q <j&A), we can write q as 
jnp( 5;) for some a < p and some c <j”,(A). But this means precisely that q E d,. 
By the regularity of jOp(K) = p, it follows that we can find an (Y < p large enough 
that every 17 E s belongs to d,, proving unboundedness. 0 
Lemma 12. Every suficiently large successor cardinal is regular. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that V = LU[PK(A)] is constructible from a 
set. 0 
Lemma 13. For every suficiently large cardinal p, j,,JK) = p. 
Proof. Since V = LU[9’,(A)] . 1s constructible from a set, there exists a set notion 
of forcing which makes the axiom of choice true (for example, we could count the 
power set of 9JA.)). So let H be V-generic such that V[H] k ZFC. By standard 
forcing arguments, every sufficiently large cardinal in V remains a cardinal in 
WI. 
Let I denote P,(A) as computed in V. We claim that, for every ordinal q, 
card”l”] joa( n) < cardVtHl{f E V[H] ( f : la+ q and f has finite support}. 
We assume that r] 2 2, as the claim is trivial if q is 0 or 1. The proof is by 
induction on a: The case (Y = 0 is trivial. If the claim is true for (Y, then, observing 
that 
= the order type of the ultrapower joa(v)i”o(‘)/j,jLY( U), as computed in !IR, 
= j&the order type of ultrapower VI/U, as computed in V) 
= j&j&n)), 
we have 
cardVIH1jo,ol+i(~) 
= cardVtH1jO,(jOi(rl)) 
G card”t”l{f E V[H] ] f : la--+ j,),(q) and f has finite support} 
G cardVIH1{f E V[H] 1 f :I”+ (q’ n V)/U and f has finite support} 
< card”t”l{f E V[H] I f : Im- 9’ and f has finite support} 
= card”t”l{f E V[H] ) f : Ia+’ -+ 77 and f has finite support}. 
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If (Y is a limit ordinal, then 
cardVIH’ joa( 17) c card”“” 
G max cardvlH’ CY, U (cardVIH’ 
( Pin 
I&))) 
cardVIH’ (Y, I_, (cardVIH’{f E V[H] 
B<a If 
: I”+ rj’ 
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and f has finite support})) 
c max(cardV’H’ (Y, card”““{ f E V[H] 1 f : Ia+ vi 
and f has finite support}) 
= card”‘“‘{ f E V[H] 1 f : I a-+ q’ 
and f has finite support}), 
where the equality at the end uses the fact that 112 2. This completes the proof of 
the claim. 
It follows that 
cardv’H’joJ rl) c max(card”‘“’ (Y, cardvlH’( $)). 
Furthermore, if cardV’H’(K’) c (Y, then 
card”‘“’ j,,,(K) c card”‘“’ (Y, 
so 
j,)JK) < (a+)“‘“‘. 
So, if p is a cardinal of V[H] which is greater than card”‘“’ (K’), then 
&(K) = Gap(v) I a< P and 71 <jdK)l 
=u {hoi(K) 1 a<P) 
= I_! {joa 1 card”‘“‘(K’) C C% < p} 
is a union of ordinals, each one of which is less than p. But clearly &(K) 2 p (by 
the fact that a < p 3 j,jm(~) -C&(K)). It follows that &(K) = p. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let p be any regular cardinal of V such that &(K) = p. It is 
clear by the lemmas that the extended iterate YJJ1, has the desired properties. 
Since V is constructible from a set, !?.RP is definable in a set-generic extension of V 
(by iterating the construction in [ll]). Let u =&(A), and let S be CPJo) 
according to 9J& By Lemmas 10 and 11, the closed unbounded filter on CPJo) 
has the desired properties. 0 
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